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Meeting ReviewMechanisms of Left-Right
Asymmetry: What’s Right
and What’s Left?
followed by sections on L-R asymmetry in the brain, the
conservation of L-R pathways among the vertebrates,
and the evolutionary origin of asymmetry. I conclude
with a section on future challenges and how new tech-
nologies may facilitate a deeper understanding in the
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near future.
Vertebrate asymmetry serves several purposes. Ste-
reotypical looping allows long gut tubes and compli-
cated organ systems to fit into a relatively compact bodyA recent meeting at the Juan March Foundation in
plan, and the asymmetric regression of aortic arch tissueMadrid, Spain, covered current understanding of the
on one side of the body is a key event in forming thepathways and mechanisms involved in generating left-
blood circulatory system. On the other hand, little isright asymmetry.
known about the requirement for the different number
of lobes in the right and left lung, and the role of the
The human body shows profound left-right (L-R) asym- asymmetric gene expression patterns in the brain, found
metries in the placement and looping of the heart and only in zebrafish to date, is just now being addressed.
visceral organs, and in the structure of the cardiovascu- One overall goal of research in this field is to discover
lar system, which occur systematically throughout the to what degree shared or distinct mechanisms drive
population. Complete mirror-image reversals of asym- these asymmetries and lead to the large-scale integra-
metry—situs inversus totalis—are not harmful; indeed, tion of L-R morphogenesis evident in the final body plan.
it is said that the oldest documented European, a woman The development of L-R asymmetry is strikingly differ-
who lived to 126, had this condition. By contrast, the ent from the proximodistal or mediolateral patterning
incomplete reversal of situs, or heterotaxia, leaves some that occurs over the anteroposterior (A-P) or dorsoven-
tissues normally oriented and others reversed and is a tral (D-V) body axes because it involves orientation of
situation associated with severe medical conse- an axis rather than the induction of spatially dependent
quences. L-R axis defects in humans occur at a fre- overt variations in cell fate. Morphogenesis of the gut or
quency of 1 in 8,500 live births but account for many heart, which are initially bilaterally symmetrical straight
more losses in utero. In addition to understanding such tubes, for example, occurs between similar cells that
syndromes, the study of L-R axis formation embodies differ in some fashion according to their L-R location.
a “Holy Grail” for developmental biologists because it The struggle ahead is to determine the nature of these
directly addresses several basic issues such as how differences and to answer the following questions: Does
the interpretation of L-R positional information regulatecells in large sheets or tubes, and in several tissue layers,
the interactions of cells with the extracellular matrix, orprecisely orchestrate their morphogenesis.
their intercellular adhesion and migratory properties?In this article, I review some of the exciting data pre-
Are there autonomous and/or nonautonomous changessented at this Summer’s 2001 “Workshop on Left-Right
in cell shape, or local alterations in proliferation or cellAsymmetry” at the Juan March Foundation in Madrid,
survival?organized by Juan-Carlos Izpizu´a-Belmonte (Salk Insti-
Expanding on their diverse and overlapping experi-tute) and Cliff Tabin (Harvard University). Historically,
mental attributes, input into the L-R field continues tostudies of L-R asymmetry were regarded as interesting,
come from the well-established model systems—chick,but also as lying somewhere between esoteric and pe-
mouse, and frog—with increasingly important andculiar. The recent surge of interest and progress can
sometimes unique contributions coming from zebrafish.perhaps be traced back to two milestones: a seminal
As I will allude to below, results from these studies indi-meeting in 1991 (see Bock and Marsh, 1991) that brought
cate that some parts of the L-R pathway, such as thetogether theoretical and developmental biologists, and
central role of the Nodal signaling cassette, are wellthe identification in 1995 of left-sided Sonic hedgehog
conserved while in others, particularly in the upstream
and nodal gene expression in chick embryos (Levin et
steps, there seems to be considerable divergence be-
al., 1995). Since then, many more key genes involved tween species.
have been cloned, novel hypotheses for L-R determi-
nation have been proposed, and asymmetric gene ex- Creating Asymmetry
pression in the brain has been uncovered. The Madrid The generation of L-R asymmetry can be imagined as
meeting provided a forum for proposing bold new mech- comprising several distinct phases. The global breaking
anisms, identifying current areas of uncertainty and pri- of embryonic symmetry is followed by the stabilization
oritizing research directions to optimize future progress. of asymmetry through the induction of unilateral gene
The topics covered here have been conceptually sepa- expression patterns, and the L-R information is then
rated to aid their digestion. Progress is first discussed transmitted, either globally or organ specifically, to the
in relation to the temporal sequence of events in verte- organ precursors where effector programs lead to differ-
brate L-R specification as summarized in Figure 1 and ential morphogenesis. The right-sided gene expression
of activin receptor and ligand (Figure 1) in chicks pre-
cedes the asymmetric Shh and nodal expression and
is the earliest molecular asymmetry so far reported in1 Correspondence: chris.wright@mcmail.vanderbilt.edu
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic Representation of
Vertebrate L-R Axis Formation
Issues discussed in the meeting are superim-
posed on previously published summaries of
the network. Data from many vertebrate sys-
tems are commingled: the issue of noncon-
servation of mechanism is addressed in the
text. Developmental age increases down-
ward. The shading of the ML, PM, and LPM
blocks suggests the gradual appearance and
differentiation of these tissues. Not all details
are incorporated for the sake of clarity, and
the dynamics of the pathway cannot be pre-
sented in a single diagram (see Capdevila et
al., 2000 for more information). At the head
of the cascade, preliminary data suggest that
directional ion flow through gap junctional
communication may produce a symmetry-
breaking L-R bias, arbitrarily drawn to the
right here; this bias is then stabilized through
asymmetric gene expression. Although spe-
cific linkages are not drawn, a left-right coor-
dinator, Vg1, may be involved in frogs; right-
sided activin signaling occurs very early in
chick embryos. (Before the formation of the
node, the incipient midline is indicated by the
gray broken line.) Activin-like signaling may
induce right-sided BMP4 expression, which
engages in a mutually inhibitory relationship
with Shh: BMP4 inhibits Shh directly and/or or
via FGF signaling; Shh inhibits BMP4. Right-
sided FGF8 inhibits Shh in chick, but the as-
terisk indicates that its function in L or R spec-
ifier programs may vary dramatically between
species. The dotted line for Caronte (CAR)
indicates its putative transfer function in mov-
ing L cues from the node (darker disc) through
paraxial mesoderm (PM), to lateral plate
mesoderm (LPM), where it inhibits BMP4 ex-
tracellularly and derepresses Nodal expres-
sion. (The unproven possibility that left-side
enhanced Nodal expression may travel from
the node over long distance to the LPM is
also indicated by a red broken line.) Nodal
cilia (only one drawn) and the Inversin (INV)
and Left-Right Dynein (LRD) gene products
are discussed in relation to the nodal flow
model (Figure 2). Nodal signaling requires the
Cryptic cofactor to function in the LPM; as
well as autoactivating Nodal expression, it
directly induces Lefty-2, a feedback inhibitor.
The Pitx2 homeobox gene is a component of
the effector programs that direct asymmetric
morphogenesis. Other essential genes in the
pathway are SIL and GDF1: it is not clear how they function although GDF1 may be required to generate molecular asymmetries in the node.
SnR: chick snail-related gene; Nkx3.2 is apparently expressed on opposite sides in mouse and chick; its role is also unclear. Lefty-1 expression
in the left side of the axial midline (ML) somehow prevents the inappropriate contralateral crossing of L signals.
vertebrates, but details on how this pattern is set up embryos. The most spectacular data involved the dem-
onstration of physiological connections between asym-remain obscure. In fact, two of the principal unsolved
problems are when and how symmetry is initially broken metric electrical potentials and L-R determination in the
chick, and evidence of conservation of this mechanismin any vertebrate and if L-R axis specification in all tis-
sues and organs is a result of the same initiating event. in frog embryos. A refreshingly stimulating model based
on these data proposes that a type of electrical flowWork addressing both issues was presented at this
meeting. Extending his finding that active gap junction through gap junctions, with a zone of isolation at the
presumptive embryonic midline acting as an insulator,communication during early cleavage stages of em-
bryogenesis is involved in L-R axis development in frog might drive the accumulation of a small “left-right speci-
fier” molecule on one side of the embryo. Because thisand chick, Mike Levin (Forsyth Institute) reported on
drug interference experiments suggesting the existence is one of the only mechanisms that may function in
widely divergent species (birds and amphibians), an im-of a directional ion flow across the L-R axis that prefig-
ures and regulates later asymmetry in frog and chick portant challenge will be to identify this molecule and
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characterize the biochemical linkage in other processes recently gained favor, at least in mouse (the issue of
evolutionary universality is discussed below). In thisin the pathways. This difference, which might only have
to be quite small, would then unfold into in chick, right- model, the concerted unidirectional rotation of monoci-
lia that are found on each cell of the ventral surface ofsided activin signaling and, in frog, the asymmetric activ-
ity of a putative left-right coordinator, Vg1, described by the node acts to waft a left-specific morphogen across
the node, enriching it on the left side (Nobutaka Hiro-Joe Yost (University of Utah) (see Hyatt and Yost, 1998).
kawa, University of Tokyo). The inactivation of the kif3A
or kif3B (heterotrimeric kinesin) motor protein genesEarly Gene Expression Asymmetries
leads to absent cilia and associated L-R defects, sup-Beginning with data from chick embryos, the embryonic
porting the model (reviewed in Capdevila et al., 2000).node has for some time held center stage in the L-R
Furthermore, the rotation is perturbed in iv and inv mu-asymmetry field. In fact, the landmark discovery that
tant embryos, as discussed below.left-sided Shh and nodal expression in the chick node
While the nodal flow model certainly has its attrac-is instructive for L-R axis specification (Levin et al., 1995)
tions, much discussion centered on two items: first, theessentially led the way into molecular studies on this
need for directly showing that this flow system can direc-pathway.
tionally move morphogen-sized molecules in additionTransplanted node tissue carries primary axis-induc-
to the latex microbeads used so far; and second,ing activity in all vertebrates tested. The mouse node,
whether the putative morphogen-wafting process repre-chick Hensen’s node, the Spemann organizer in frogs
sents a symmetry-breaking event, or propagates an ear-and embryonic shield in zebrafish are all analogous
lier asymmetry. A compelling aspect of the former possi-structures based on gene expression criteria, and in
bility is the potential direct link from molecular chirality,all cases have primary embryonic axis-inducing activity
which determines the direction of ciliary rotation, to gen-when transplanted to other regions of the embryo. In
erating a small bias that eventually leads to L-R asym-the mouse (and very similarly in chick), the node is a
metric gene expression.bilaminar pit-like structure that forms at the anterior
The model also seems ripe for physical and theoreticallimit of the incipient primitive streak and from which the
investigation using the principles of hydrodynamics. Annotochord extends forward. Elegant studies in chick
upright rotating cilium, which defines an “upturnedembryos (reviewed in Capdevila et al., 2000), however,
cone” envelope, seems unlikely per se to generate unidi-show that the emergent node is initially L-R naive until
rectional flow. It should be possible to determinethe receipt of asymmetric influences from the sur-
whether the characteristic anatomy of the node androunding blastodisc, including from quite distant regions
the rotational characteristics of the monocilia (perhaps(Levin and Mercola, 1999). Thereafter, the node seems
there are separate fast/slow phases of rotation, i.e., ato adopt the dominant role in dictating embryonic hand-
modified version of the “stroke/return” mechanism ofedness and concurrently begins to display the asym-
normal ciliary beating; or a tilting of the rotational axismetric Shh-nodal expression pattern (Figure 1). Anne-
from vertical), in combination with patterned apical-Helene Monsoro-Burq (Institut d’Embryologie Cellulaire
basal and planar polarity of the ventral node cells, couldet Mole´culaire) and Mariana Ros (Universidad de Canta-
synergistically result in unidirectional flow. Most impor-bria), showed that an additional determinant of the left-
tantly, however, it will be fascinating to fit these charac-sided Shh and right-sided FGF8 expression in the chick
teristics with future data on the actual L-R morphogen,node is right-side expressed BMP4, which engages in
whose secretion and cell surface association propertiesa reciprocal inhibitory relationship with Shh (also see
may determine whether it enters the region of maximumMonsoro-Burq and Le Douarin, 2001). Filling the gap
nodal flow, which is presumably located at the distalbetween the proposed ion flow systems described
ends of the cilia.above, and the induction of these potentially self-buff-
ering patterns in the node, will be a hot topic for the
near future. Inversin and Left-Right Dynein
More details arose on the mechanisms transferring Before knowledge of the Shh-nodal asymmetry in chick,
L-R information from the node to more lateral regions, the best hope for significant inroads into the L-R prob-
adding to the reports that an asymmetrically expressed lem was pinned on studies of the genes represented by
and diffusible BMP antagonist, Caronte, a Cerberus- two classical mouse mutations, iv (inversus viscerum)
related protein, may be one intermediary (reviewed in and inv (inversion of turning). Homozygous iv/iv mice
Capdevila et al., 2000). Based on new discoveries re- are essentially a 50:50 split between normal and situs
garding the expression patterns of Shh response genes inversus, but inv/inv mice are qualitatively different: al-
presented by Cliff Tabin (Harvard), it seems likely that most all embryos show reversed situs. iv is now known
asymmetric hedgehog signaling affects the ectoderm to represent a mutation in the axonemal dynein-related
and mesoderm to different extents. Future develop- gene, Left-Right Dynein (LRD; Supp et al., 1997), while
ments may include the finding that multiple asymmetric inv corresponds to Inversin, a large ankyrin repeat-con-
signals are subsequently induced in and released from taining protein whose primary sequence does not pro-
these different tissues and travel by various methods to vide obvious clues to its function. As shown in Figure
more lateral tissues. 2, the nodal cilia are immotile in lrd/iv mutant embryos,
while the cilia in inv mutants, although they appear at
current levels of resolution to exhibit normal motility,Nodal Flow
A “nodal flow model” (Figure 2) for either the generation can for some reason (are they too wobbly or too stiff?)
only drive a slow rate of flow. Proposals for how theor transfer of L-R information within the embryo has
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Figure 2. Nodal Flow Models for L-R Asymmetry Specification
(A) Nodal flow model based on the movement of latex microbeads. Several cells from the mouse node are viewed ventrally (L and R are
reversed compared to Figure 1). Nodal monocilia (black rods) rotate counterclockwise (arrow and cone), either synchronously or asynchronously
(compare those in the left forward region to those in the back right corner, respectively). The rotation causes the accumulation of an as yet
unspecified morphogen on the left side of the node, where it is registered as the left-specifying signal.
(B) Model for asymmetric phases of ciliary rotation. If monocilia are specifically aligned with respect to the A-P and D-V embryonic axes, fast
and slow phases of the rotation cycle could lead to higher force generation in one direction. Alternatively or in addition, the rigidity or shape
of the cilium varies during the rotation. Additional variations include the possibility that a specific tilting of the rotational axis of all the cilia
could produce unified directional flow near the cell surface.
(C) Nodal flow driven accumulation of morphogen (based upon latex bead data) in normal and mutant mouse nodes. The degree of accumulation
in inv/inv nodes is much less than in the normal situation. In iv/iv, the lack of rotation allows equal assortment of the morphogen to both L
and R, and associated situs defects; similar situations exist when the cilia are absent as in KIF3A/KIF3B mutants (see text for full explanation).
randomized asymmetry in iv/lrd mutants is associated GFP, has set the stage for future quantum leap advances
in the study of Inversin and LRD. The goal is to followwith bidirectional diffusion of the left-specifying mor-
phogen(s), and how slow nodal flow may lead to the functional GFP chimeras of these proteins in living em-
bryos, real time, and at high resolution, to determinereproducible situs inversus of inv mutants, have been
published previously (Okada et al., 1999). their subcellular and organellar localization. InvGFP in
transgenic mouse embryos is broadly distributed butThe biochemical and cell biological function of LRD
and Inversin is being addressed by several groups, in- apparently assembled into cilia and centrosomes (Hiro-
shi Hamada; similar experiments are being conductedcluding Tom Strachan and Judith Goodship (University
of Newcastle-upon-Tyne), Hiroshi Hamada (Osaka Uni- by Paul Overbeek [Baylor College of Medicine], personal
communication). Martina Brueckner is investigating aversity), and Martina Brueckner (Yale). Likely LRD and
Inversin homologs have been isolated in several species possible connection with LRD, since LRD may be an
important structural component of the 90 cilia found(Martina Brueckner, Judith Goodship, Tom Strachan,
Cliff Tabin, and Joe Yost) and in some cases display in node cells (normal cilia like those in the trachea are
92). Preliminary experiments include subcellular colo-intriguing expression patterns in established organizer
tissues, which is therefore similar to mouse lrd and sug- calization and biochemical tests of a direct physical
LRD/Inv interaction based on their possible colocaliza-gestive of a localized function in L-R determination. It
is unknown if inversin or LRD are well conserved in tion in transfected cultured cells. A definite advantage
here is that an LRDGFP fusion protein seems to functionanimals below the vertebrates. If they can be found, it
is possible that studies in simpler organisms will give normally in mouse embryos, which may enable the moni-
toring of LRD assembly into the cilia or other structures.clues to the basic functions of these proteins. Prelimi-
nary results were presented on possible Inv-interacting
proteins obtained via yeast two-hybrid screens, some The Nodal Signaling Cassette
A recurring concept in embryogenesis is the genomicof which suggest potential links to Ca2-signaling path-
ways (Tom Strachan and Judith Goodship). economy afforded by the reiterated use of gene regula-
tory cassettes, with the cellular response within the sig-While the radial symmetry of jellyfish precludes stud-
ies of relevance to L-R asymmetry, the experimental nal-receiving cells varying according to their develop-
mental history. The Nodal signaling pathway is a casesubjugation of what may now be its most famous gene,
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in point. The TGF-related Nodal ligand binds to activin- to work properly. Hiroshi Hamada put forward the hy-
like receptors with the aid of an EGF-CFC cofactor such pothesis that the self-activation loop of the Nodal in-
as Cripto/OEP, which initiates a signal transduction cas- ducer and its negative feedback inhibitor Lefty (Figure
cade involving Smad2 phosphorylation and transcrip- 1) resembles an inducer/inhibitor reaction-diffusion sys-
tional regulation via the FAST winged helix protein. The tem that serves to propagate and then inactivate the
Nodal gene can autoregulate itself, and one of its direct Nodal signal as a trigger of L-R asymmetric develop-
response genes, lefty/antivin, acts as a negative feed- ment. This Nodal-Lefty relationship is conserved in the
back regulator by competitive inhibition at the receptor vertebrates, as presented by Chris Wright (Vanderbilt),
and interrupts the Nodal autoregulatory loop. A down- and provides a very satisfying link back to the proposal
stream target gene of Nodal signaling is the Pitx2 homo- that Turing-style reaction-diffusion would be involved
box gene. The Nodal signaling cassette is required for in L-R axis formation (for example, see http://www.eb.
mesendoderm induction (see, for example, Yeo and tuebingen.mpg.de/abt.4/meinhardt/web_org/organize.
Whitman, 2001) and is also activated during L-R specifi- html). It will be interesting to determine if the diffusion/
cation processes (Figure 1), not only in the lateral plate transport characteristics of Nodal and Lefty fulfill a cen-
mesoderm (LPM) but also in the brain, as discussed tral tenet of classic reaction-diffusion models: that the
separately below. Moreover, in contrast to the uncer- inhibitor travels faster than the inducer. Hiroshi Hamada
tainty over the extent of conservation of early steps of mentioned preliminary evidence from studies of tagged
the L-R pathway, there is much evidence suggesting Nodal and Lefty proteins suggesting that this may in-
that the expression and function of the Nodal cassette deed be so.
is constant in all vertebrates studied so far. That left- Preliminary data on how the availability of TGF-like
sided nodal expression is essential for visceral asymme- signaling molecules (and maybe others) might be regu-
try in the mouse had been suggested previously via lated by interactions with specific components of the
inactivation of its cofactor, Cryptic (Yan et al., 1999), but extracellular matrix, in this case the proteoglycan Syn-
has now been more directly demonstrated by Michael decan, was presented (Joe Yost). This work is beginning
Kuehn (NIH) by analyzing hypomorphic nodal alleles to be linked to other experimental evidence that L-R
that, unlike the null condition, allow gastrulation to pro- information is carried or modulated by regions of the
ceed and the effects on L-R asymmetry to be assessed embryo other than the presumptive axial tissues and
(Lowe et al., 2001). Regulatory sequence deletion experi- mesoderm: in the case of the frog embryo, the ectoderm
ments in the mouse confirm the role of Lefty-2 as essen- across which the mesoderm crawls during gastrulation.
tial to limit the intensity and duration of Nodal signaling Based on the maintenance of its asymmetric expres-
in the left LPM. Hiroshi Hamada’s group has removed sion in organ primordia as they undergo asymmetric
a Nodal/FAST dependent asymmetric enhancer element morphogenesis, Pitx2 has been proposed as one of the
(ASE) from Lefty-2, preventing its left-side LPM expres- main transcriptional effectors of differential L-R morpho-
sion but not its earlier pattern: this causes increased genesis (Figure 1). A clue that equally important genes
and sustained Nodal expression in the lateral tissues are also involved comes from the finding that Pitx2 mu-
and associated situs defects (Meno et al., 2001). An tants have fewer defects than expected if it was the
interesting corollary from this experiment was the acti- sole effector. Conversely, Nodal may not be the only
vation of Nodal-responsive genes far away from Nodal- upstream activator of Pitx2 or any additional effector
expressing cells, in particular in contralateral tissues in genes. Some aspects of the spatiotemporal expression
the posterior regions of the embryo. Together with data pattern of Pitx2 are inconsistent with its activation via
on Nodal signaling in zebrafish (Chen and Schier, 2001), Nodal, and complete abrogation of Nodal respon-
these findings challenge previous notions that Nodal- siveness in the zebrafish diencephalon (by removing
related signals do not act at long range. But, further- the Nodal signals Cyclops and Squint, or the obligate
more, it raises the possibility that Nodal itself could be cofactor Oep) does not fully block Pitx2 expression (Re-
the left-specifying morphogen in the nodal flow model
becca Burdine and Alex Schier, Skirball Institute; Miguel
(notwithstanding an impending nomenclature nightmare
Concha, University College London). Further evidence
if this is correct), or participates directly in transferring
that the pathway is more complex than currently drawnasymmetric L-R signals from a node/midline source out-
up included the observation that asymmetric Pitx2 ex-ward to the left LPM. This idea may explain the almost
pression can be uncoupled from the direction of heartsimultaneous activation of Lefty-2 and Nodal expression
looping in chick embryos (Jonathan Cooke, London).in the LPM (Lefty-2 induction via LPM-derived Nodal
Undoubtedly, however, Pitx2 is still a crucial player.signals would be expected to produce a temporal delay).
Elaborate studies involving a “designer series” of mutantAgain, the technical breakthrough of GFP tagging may
Pitx2 alleles in the mouse (James Martin, Texas A&M)be an important key to several of these issues. Hiroshi
are leading to the suggestion that the generation ofHamada showed that, similar to the finding that DPPGFP
L-R asymmetry in the lungs requires the highest Pitx2rescues Drosophila decapentaplegic mutant pheno-
levels, with low levels being sufficient for normal hearttypes, inductive properties are preserved in a NodalGFP
looping.fusion protein, and this may allow the unraveling of the
details of ligand production and processing, as well as
Brain L-R Asymmetrysecretion and transfer, e.g., by diffusion versus trans-
The localized asymmetric expression of components ofcytosis.
the Nodal signaling cassette in the embryonic dienceph-Once an asymmetric signal is activated, while it must
alon in zebrafish (Bisgrove et al., 2000; Rebagliati et al.,spread rapidly to the appropriate tissues during their
1998; Sampath et al., 1998; Thisse and Thisse, 1999)period of L-R competence, its intensity and duration
must then be limited in order to allow the effector programs was the first hint that the L-R pathway would extend
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its influences into the brain. Work by Marnie Halpern it is difficult to rule out the formal possibility that the
(Carnegie Institute of Washington) and others has ex- current fixation and visualization methods are far from
tended these studies and revealed that the Nodal signal- optimal. In the mouse, although asymmetry defects are
ing cassette shows precisely regulated asymmetric ex- reported in Smoothened mutants (Smoothened is the
pression in the presumptive pineal gland/epiphysis transmembrane Hedgehog signal transducer; Zhang et
(Concha et al., 2001; Liang et al., 2000). This dience- al., 2001), no asymmetric Shh expression in the node
phalic region is known to exhibit several anatomical has been reported, at least at the RNA level. Unlike in
asymmetries in lower vertebrates that in fishes include the chick, FGF8 may function in the left-determining
a left-sided parapineal organ and in frogs L-R morpho- pathway in mouse (reviewed in Capdevila et al., 2000),
logical differences in the habenular nuclei. In moving and other genes, such as nkx3.2, are expressed on op-
forward in this endeavor, dusting off the classical litera- posite sides in different vertebrates (reviewed in Capde-
ture on comparative vertebrate anatomy is proving valu- vila et al., 2000). There may even be significant variations
able, and this process will likely accelerate. in the core pathway between mammals. In the rabbit
Among the major lingering questions are: Why is the embryo, which is flat and quite similar not only to chick
asymmetric expression in the brain, even of Pitx2, so but also human embryos, Martin Blum (Forschungszen-
transient? Are other parts of the brain made asymmetric trum Karlsruhe) reported that function of the left-sided
in form and/or function by other L-R networks? Is such Nodal signaling cassette seems conserved, but experi-
molecular asymmetry conserved at any level in higher ments with FGF8 suggest it acts as a right side determi-
vertebrates? Recently, a handful of genes have been
nant, the reverse of its proposed role in mouse. It re-
identified whose asymmetric expression persists long
mains to be seen whether this discrepancy is real orafter the shutdown of the Nodal signaling cassette (Mar-
reflects limitations in the experimental strategies thatnie Halpern). Clearly these are early days, but there is
have so far been applied. Either way, studies of thehope that the final effect of asymmetric gene expression
rabbit embryo may prove a fertile testing ground formay be appreciated, particularly if some of these puta-
investigating whether ciliary flow, gap junctional com-tive target genes represent functional components.
munication, etc., can work in quite different embryonicCould such L-R asymmetries in lower vertebrates rep-
architectures.resent evidence of fundamental ancient mechanisms
Intimately connected with these issues is the idea thatthat became modified during evolution and thereby pro-
asymmetry or nonsymmetry is the fundamental condi-vided the platform for the functional specialization of
tion (see Levin and Mercola, 1998 for review), with thethe left and right hemispheres of the human brain? This
superimposition of extensive bilateral symmetry in theaudacious proposal, which led to entertaining debates
vertebrates. As described by Chris Wright, and Cliveover tapas and sangria, remains highly controversial.
Boorman and Seb Shimeld (University of Reading), it isSince it is hard to think of ways to test it, the gap between
of great interest that cognates of the asymmetricallymolecular asymmetries in the brain and the evolution of
expressed Nodal signaling cassette genes have beenhemispheric specialization could prove the most chal-
found in ascidians (nodal and Pitx2) and Amphioxuslenging to fill. Even if molecular level asymmetries are
extensively conserved, they could be irrelevant to the (Pitx2) (also see Yasui et al., 2000). Why ascidian tad-
functional asymmetries of the human brain in terms of poles should need to distinguish their left and right sides
language and detailed spatial cognition, and left/right may require anatomical studies in combination with, for
hand preference, which were eloquently described by example, antisense morpholino-based inactivation tech-
Chris McManus (University College London). Such a dis- niques. Authoritative conclusions on the evolution of
connection, however, would immediately prompt the asymmetry may be difficult because all extant animals
question of why evolution did not, or was unable to, are derived from ancient predecessors. However, com-
take advantage of existing L-R patterning mechanisms parisons of the conserved and divergent aspects of,
to orient language and handedness asymmetries. say, the Nodal signaling cassette, could well provide
insights into the points of convergence of L-R asymme-
L-R Asymmetry and Evolution try pathways. For example, similar studies in acorn
While studies in different vertebrates often produce worms may provide complementary but equally informa-
complementary information that can be combined and tive data to that coming from cephalochordates such
applied in a general sense to a specific biological pro-
as Amphioxus. If asymmetry is a derived condition, how
cess, the gut feeling is that this is not so for L-R axis
did it arise? Did L-R asymmetric traits arise in a random-specification, at least with respect to early steps of the
ized fashion throughout the population, with one provid-pathway. All vertebrates studied so far share the asym-
ing a selective advantage, or was there a transition di-metric expression of the Nodal signaling cassette in the
rectly through a specific handedness? Broad-scaleleft LPM (there is as yet no evidence of its conserved
comparisons of sister classes throughout the animalexpression in the brain). But it is an open question as
kingdom suggests that both mechanisms are usedto whether the different embryonic geometries of the
(Richard A. Palmer, University of Alberta). The traditionalvertebrates direct or constrain the mechanisms that
genetically tractable invertebrates are also beginning togenerate L-R asymmetry. For example, it is currently
be studied for hints on how asymmetry is connecteddifficult to extend the nodal flow hypothesis from the
to the A-P and D-V axes, such as the twisting of themouse to other animals. In chick, the monocilia in the
proventriculus or posterior foregut of Drosophila, whichregion of Hensen’s node seem too sparsely and inappro-
was reported by Michalis Averof (Institute of Molecularpriately distributed to produce a directional flow (dis-
cussed by Cliff Tabin and Nobutaka Hirokawa), although Biology and Biotechnology, Crete).
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Challenges and New Approaches endoderm/mesoderm interactions, rather than regard-
ing the endoderm as a passive player in the process.As with any fledgling field, it is initially difficult to inte-
Additional thoughts are that, for example, midline orgrate a sudden flood of data, and it is intuition and faith,
LPM-derived L-R signals may move at the protein levelcoupled with experience, that helps determine the way
by temporarily attaching to other germ layers such asforward. The progress described above together with
the endoderm, whose migration and distortion couldthe new tools becoming available will doubtless resolve
deliver the inducer at a distance from the source. And,some of these issues and fill some major gaps, but
could signaling molecules be trafficked over large dis-several limitations must be overcome. We definitely
tances using filamentous cellular extrusions, called cy-need more components of the pathway, as the current
tonemes, as in Drosophila?framework cannot explain some fairly substantial find-
Studying morphogenesis in explants may yield addi-ings. While the importance of left-sided gene expression
tional insights to those obtained from whole animal ex-is undisputed, it is likely that left and right side gene
periments. Under conditions that specifically induceprograms continually interact and additional regulators
cardiac tissue in frog embryo explants, Mark Mercolaof both remain to be found. So far, the breaking of sym-
(Harvard) is testing if the ability to activate Pitx2 functionmetry seems to primarily result in a binary decision:
via inducible chimeras (e.g., glucocorticoid receptor fu-turning genes on or off on the left or right. Presumably,
sions) could produce data on the autonomous and non-this must be translated into a graded series of cellular
autonomous effects of this factor on cell proliferation,behaviors across the entire organ anlage. New ways
and the identification of Pitx2 target genes that wouldof analyzing and quantitating this process at the cell
provide mechanistic insight into asymmetric morpho-biological level will have to be sought, perhaps in combi-
genesis. Moving such concepts into the mouse, onenation with mathematical modeling. Conversely, a sig-
would hope to see temporally controlled gene inactiva-nificant role may be played by relatively small popula-
tion strategies leading to studies of the effect of abruptlytions of cells that act as pioneers in the morphogenetic
activating or abrogating a signaling pathway, for exam-process.
ple during specific stages of nodal/lefty2 expression inWe also need to know if, rather than using a single
the left LPM.deterministic step, L-R asymmetry results from a series
“Screens for genes” in multiple flavors were also re-of biases that continually reinforce and propagate an
ported at this meeting. Driving GFP expression fromearly L-R bias. Experiments in several vertebrates, for
appropriate regulatory sequences may allow FACS toexample, suggest that L-R asymmetry displays plasticity
pool specific cell populations from either left or rightuntil surprisingly late stages, long after the time generally
tissues, for analysis of gene expression by subtractive/accepted for the determination of cell fates in the A-P
differential screening, microarray, or proteomic analysis.and D-V axes. Related to this point, in addition to the
In one example, GFP hooked to the nkx2.5 gene maypivotal role played by the node, there could be L-R
inform us on the L-R specific differences in cells selecteddifferences in other regions, such as the primitive streak,
from the cardiac crescent of the mouse embryo (Cliffwhich secondarily provide L-R cues to cells that never
Tabin). Genetic screens in zebrafish, with or withoutencounter the node during gastrulation.
marker strains that asymmetrically express GFP in theWhile the situs defects in mouse kif3A/kif3B or LRD
visceral tissue or forebrain, were also described by Jen-mutants support the idea that nodal flow is crucial to
nifer Ng (Salk Institute) and Juan Carlos Izpisua-Bel-L-R axis setting, we await the demonstration of molecu-
monte, Marnie Halpern, Alex Schier, and Joe Yost.lar flow driven by the cilia and the identification of the
Because the overt L-R axis may arise from originallyendogenous L-R morphogen. Meanwhile, the specula-
minuscule molecular differences between the left andtions that an alternative, perhaps intracellular, L-R trans-
right sides of the early embryo (see http://www.eb.fer process is affected in the mouse mutants, has led
tuebingen.mpg.de/abt.4/meinhardt/web_org/organize.
to the proposition of performing kif3A/3B and/or LRD
html), this axis may be exquisitely sensitive to non-spe-
loss-of-function studies in species that do not have
cific effects that lead to axis reorientation. We must
nodal cilia. An additional possibility that was discussed therefore exercise caution in interpreting data from over-
is that the vortical motion of the cilia becomes trans- expression studies, and also to discriminate carefully
duced in a mechanosensory fashion toward L-R differ- between primary and secondary effects caused by
ences in node gene expression patterns. early-acting mutations, such as those affecting overall
Although the low level of signaling molecules in vivo embryo growth or the axial tissues. But, while we may
and complexities of their regulation may thwart our at- have to fight our way out of some blind alleys and pitch
tempts to detect them by immunohistochemistry, GFP the occasional red herring, there is mounting excitement
tagging, or other means, we must remember that the (and competition!) in this area of embryology. Coming
temporal and spatial distribution of the protein products to the fore is the idea that studies of L-R axis formation
and their mRNAs may be highly incongruent. Therefore, may unearth completely unexpected cell biological prin-
the ability to recognize cells actively engaged in signal ciples of intercellular communication and tissue organi-
transduction responses to L-R inducers, using, for ex- zation during normal and abnormal growth. In conclu-
ample, phospho-Smad2 antibodies to detect responses sion, while there are currently huge chasms in our
to Nodal signaling, may allow significant steps toward understanding, they should begin to appear less daunt-
a deeper level of understanding. ing if we can judiciously apply high-resolution cell bio-
In envisioning the spectrum of tissue interactions that logical and biophysical analyses. In conclusion, the cur-
might underlie asymmetric morphogenesis, we should rently huge chasms in our understanding should begin
to appear less daunting if we can judiciously apply theincorporate the potential contribution from reciprocal
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Induction of the zebrafish ventral brain and floorplate requires cy-multitude of cell biological, biochemical, and biophysi-
clops/nodal signalling. Nature 395, 185–189.cal methods that are now arrayed before us, including,
Supp, D.M., Witte, D.P., Potter, S.S., and Brueckner, M. (1997). Muta-perhaps most importantly, taking advantage of the re-
tion of an axonemal dynein affects left-right asymmetry in inversusmarkable advances made in high-resolution micros-
viscerum mice. Nature 389, 963–966.
copy, which allows studies in living tissue.
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